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SECURITY COMMAND  

SYSTEM INSTRUCTIONS 
 
 
 
 

ARMING (turning the system on) 
To arm (turn on) all areas that you are authorized for: 

1. Be sure that all protected doors/windows are closed; the exit door must also be closed.  
Everyone must stand still to avoid tripping any motion sensors. 
 

2. Press the COMMAND key until the display reads ARM   DISARM.  Select ARM.   
The display will then read ENTER CODE:  Enter your code or present prox key to logo in 
lower left hand corner and press COMMAND. 
*The display may read ALL?    NO YES, if given this option, select YES. 
      * in some circumstances, the system may skip this step 
 

Depending on the circumstances, the display will briefly show one of the following: 

• ALL SYSTEM ON 

• SYSTEM ON 

• ARMED 

3. Leave through a designated exit door. 
 
 
 

SENSOR BAD 
If after making your selection the display says that a sensor is bad, this usually means that a 
door is open, or a motion sensor has picked you up while arming the system. 

 The display will then show OKAY  BYPASS  STOP; Always select STOP. 
 
After the system displays ARMING STOPPED and goes back to normal, begin again with 

 step 2; remember to stand very still while turning on the system so you do not trip a 
 motion sensor. 

 
If it indicates something is bad a second time, please visually check the sensor. 
 
As a last resort, you may choose OKAY to force the system to arm even though there is a 

 problem, leaving the indicated area unprotected. 

 
 
NOTES 

• Your code may not be authorized for all areas.  It will only arm or disarm the areas it is set 
up for when you select ALL. 

• If you wish to arm or disarm only selected areas, then select NO when the display says 
ALL?     NO YES.  At this point, the system will ask you if you want to arm/disarm each 
area, answer yes or no to each one.  This will allow you to turn areas on and off 
individually if desired (if authorized). 

 
 

(SEE BACK FOR DISARMING INSTRUCTIONS)

(Area Systems) 



 

DISARMING 
To disarm (turn off) all areas you are authorized for: 

1. Press the COMMAND key until the display reads ARM      DISARM.  Select DISARM 
The display will then read ENTER CODE:  Enter your code or present prox key to logo in 
lower left hand corner and press COMMAND.   
*The display may read ALL?         NO YES, if given this option, select YES. 
      * in some circumstances, the system may skip this step 

 
Depending on the circumstances, the display will briefly show one of the following: 

• ALL SYSTEM OFF 

• SYSTEM OFF 

• DISARMED 
 

 
DISARMING NOTES: 

A. If you have entered through an entry door, the system may already read “ENTER CODE:”; 
in this case, just enter your code or present prox key to logo in lower left hand corner and 
press COMMAND. 
 

B. If the display indicates INVALID CODE, it has not accepted your code. 
Wait five seconds until the INVALID CODE message disappears, and enter your code 
again. 
 
 
 
 

 

CANCELING ALARMS 
Use this procedure when your burglary siren is sounding to cancel the alarm.  You must disarm the 
system, and then cancel the alarm with our alarm monitoring center. 
 

1. Disarm the system (see above). 
 
2. Go to a phone and dial 827-2000 (1-800-827-3408) to call NIGHTWATCH CENTRAL, 

our alarm monitoring center.  Give the operator the password, your name, and any other 
information requested so that we may cancel the alarm. 
 
If the phone rings before you have called Nightwatch Central, please answer.   
Our operator will say, “This is Nightwatch Central.”  You should respond with the password, 
your name, and let the operator know that everything is OK. 

 
IMPORTANT: If you receive another call before speaking with Nightwatch Central, please 
excuse yourself and call Nightwatch Central immediately (see step #2).  It is important that 
you cancel the alarm before the authorities are notified. 

 
NOTE: These are basic instructions and do not cover all possible situations.  If questions arise, 
refer to your user guide, or call Nightwatch Security & Telephone for assistance at 827-3408  
(1-800-462-1996) 

(Area Systems) 


